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Nonviolent Peaceforce (NP) is an international non-governmental organisation that

provides physical, unarmed protection to civilians caught in violent conflicts and

subsequent crises. Founded in 2002, NP current program locations include South Sudan,

Iraq, Myanmar and Philippines. The organisation’s headquarters are based in 

Geneva, Switzerland. 

 

NP's work can be interpreted as a form of intercultural cooperation that aims to deter

violence by creating conditions for conflicting parties to address the roots of the conflict.

Development of intercultural competence can help improve this cooperation.

















Define what respecting different 

cultures means in terms of day-to-

day operations

Deploy the IDI to develop

intercultural competence

Humanitarian organisations have

become increasingly aware that

being able to act in culturally

appropriate ways is an intrinsic part

of successful running of their 

operations. However, few agencies

are able to indicate what 'respecting

cultural differences' means in

practice. Cultural differences ought

to be approached as the 

starting point for thinking about

humanitarian response in order to

prevent imposition of cultural biases

on the way situations are analysed

and which priorities are 

identified.

 

Humanitarian agencies, such as NP,

should use the IDI for designing

training efforts that target its

staff's intercultural competence

development needs. In terms of

organisational development, the IDI

group and individual profiles should

provide guidance for policies,

practices, and required

structural changes to help achieve

organisational goals. Additionally,

the IDI should inform program

development and redesign; it ought

to be administered to individuals and

groups prior induction processes

and after completing their

missions to determine the

degree by which their intercultural

competence has improved.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Design targeted, developmental

learning interventions

Engage all levels of organisation in

the IDI assessment

Create an Intercultural

Development Plan

Instead of encouraging

learning by doing and organising

short-term or one-off training

programs, humanitarian agencies

ought to facilitate cooperative

conversations and actions directed

toward continuous growth, for

achieving competence is an

inherently developmental process.

 

In order to better understand how

development of intercultural

competence could contribute to

improving performance of entire

organisations, considerations

should be made to increase the

number of staff tested by the IDI by

involving senior management and

operations staff. This would provide

a more accurate estimation of the 

organisation’s levels of intercultural

competence and help devise more

relevant intervention strategies.

 

To intentionally reflect on cultural

commonalities and differences

experienced within workplace,

humanitarian agencies should set

targeted, developmental goals and

process indicators and become

able to mitigate intercultural

challenges that may occur as

barriers to goal attainment. 
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